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Abstract Escape and level-crossing are fundamen-
tal and closely related problems in transient dynamics.
Often, when a particle reaches a critical displacement,
its escape becomes inevitable. Therefore, escape mod-
els based on truncated potentials are often used, result-
ing in similar problems to level-crossing formulations.
Two different types of dynamics can be identified, lead-
ing to different kinds of level-crossing depending on
the relationship between the damping and the exci-
tation level. The first one (“fast escape”) is mainly
governed by the initial energy of the system, which
is determined through the initial conditions. The sec-
ond one (“slow escape”) is governed by the beatings
determined through the relationship between external
excitation and damping. An analytic approach for esti-
mating the size and location of the safe basins (SBs)
in the plane of the initial conditions (ICs) of a 1-DOF
externally excited oscillator is suggested. It enables the
identification of the set of ICs where the particle never
reaches a certain threshold under the given excitation.
The SBs depend on the damping coefficient and the
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excitation’s amplitude, frequency, and phase. Nonethe-
less, one can describe the essential properties of an SBs
in the case of the almost resonant excitation using only
two parameters: the forced response amplitude and the
damping coefficient ratio to the difference between the
natural and the excitation frequencies. Although the
analysis is performed for a linear oscillator, it provides
insight into the rush erosion process of the SBs (“Dover
cliff” phenomenon), described previously only for non-
linear systems. The analysis reveals that the “Dover
cliff” phenomenon is related to the decay rate of the
transient motion and that it can occur even in linear
systems too. From the engineering point of view, the
rush erosion of the SBs is critical in noisy environ-
ments where devices operating in regions close to the
“Dover cliff” are unsafe. Due to its simplicity, the pro-
posed mechanical model might be generic for further
analysis of the escape and level-crossing problems con-
sidering various nonlinearities (e.g., Coulomb friction,
small polynomial-type nonlinearities of the restoring
force, or constant restoring force). Possible applica-
tions include but are not limited to avoiding collisions
for systems with clearances and durability analysis of
brittle materials subjected to noisy loads.

Keywords Level-crossing problem · Escape ·
Potential well · Safe basins · Transient process ·
Integrity measure · Dover cliff
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1 Introduction

The level-crossing problem is a challenging and essen-
tial aspect of the theory of random processes, encom-
passing various related issues such as first-passage and
escape problems and the theory of extremevalues [1,2].
While the level-crossing problem is usually formu-
lated within a probabilistic framework, the solution of
its deterministic counterpart can also be non-trivial in
many cases.

The escape from a potential well is a classic problem
that arises in numerousfields of engineering andnatural
sciences [3–7]. It has applications in chemical reactions
[8,9], the physics of Josephson junctions [10], micro-
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) [11–16], energy
harvesting [17], celestial mechanics, and gravitational
collapse.

Different types of excitation, such as appropriate
ICs, harmonic excitation [5], stochastic noise [18–20],
and impact loading, can cause a particle to escape.

Thompson [4] investigated escape under constant
forcing and found that potentially slow variations of
the system parameters can lead to bifurcations of
the steady-state response regimes. The semi-analytic
approach in [5] approximates the steady-state motion
using primary harmonic balance. An escape occurs
when the steady-state solution’s total energy reaches
the potential well’s height. However, the results of
this approach often need to be corrected by additional
empirical factors to better agree with numerically or
experimentally obtained results. Under harmonic exci-
tation, a typical result in various papers [5,14,15] is
the sharp minimum of the forcing amplitude depicted
against the excitation frequency.Gendelman et al. [21]
explained the two underlying mechanisms responsi-
ble for the sharp minimum of the curve near the 1:1
resonance: the maximum and the saddle mechanisms.
These two mechanisms compete; thus, a sharp mini-
mum occurs when both are equally important. Gen-
delman et al. [22] extended this investigation to the
problem of forced damped escape from a potential well
with weak nonlinearity and found that the sharp mini-
mum of the critical forcing amplitude of the undamped
system becomes smooth as a consequence of damping
in the case of a quadratic potential well. However, the
sharp minimum persists in the case of a potential with
a cubic–quartic disturbance.

In engineering applications, damping is a ubiquitous
phenomenon that plays a crucial role in numerous sys-

tems. It leads to the decay of transient motion, allow-
ing the system to settle into a steady-state behavior.
To study particle escape dynamics, researchers often
use steady-state solution-based techniques, such as the
harmonic balance method, which are justified by the
damping in the system [5,6]. Nonetheless, these meth-
ods commonly disregard the influence of the ICs,which
can have substantial effects in some instances. Specifi-
cally, when the damping is small, the decay of transient
motion becomes slower, making ICs a pivotal factor in
the escape process.

As in any technical problem, model inaccuracies,
simplifications, non-modeled noise, and measurement
errors also affect escape problems. Due to these uncer-
tainties, it is common in practical applications to pre-
scribe a safety margin from the boundary of the SBs.
Virgin [6] defined the safe region in terms of the total
energy ET using the safety factor ρ ∈ [0, 1], which
describes how close the total energy of the particle gets
to the energy corresponding to the energy of the sep-
aratrix ES . All the points with total energy less than
ρES are within the safe region.

This concept can be extended to any suitable
functional (or observable) of the system, denoted as
f (x;p) ∈ R. A scalar ρ ∈ [0, 1] can act as a safety fac-
tor, segmenting the combined space of system param-
eters and initial conditions into two distinct regions:
the safe zone, where f (x(t);p) < ρ ∀t > 0, and the
unsafe zone, defined by f (x(t);p) > ρ at some t > 0.
For instance, in the context of Virgin, the functional is
represented by f = ET /ES . However, this concept can
also be adapted tometrics such as critical displacement,
velocity, acceleration, or stress values.

Since model uncertainties and the consequences of
a failure are always problem-specific, so is the value of
an appropriate safety factor ρ. It is important to note
that while larger safety margins (small ρ) increase the
system’s robustness against escape, they also reduce
the usable area within the SBs. Therefore, determining
the optimal safety margin is a delicate balance between
ensuring system safety and maximizing operational
efficiency. In this context, the escape problem reduces
to a level-crossing one, namely finding the smallest
positive value for t (first-passage time), which fulfills
f (x(t);p) = ρ. Those sets of ICs and parameters for
which no positive, real solution exists are part of the
safe region.

After fixing the parameter values, ICs can be ana-
lyzed using the concept of SBs of escape (or SBs of
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level-crossing). These SBs refer to ICs where the par-
ticle remains within the potential well (or does not
cross a critical level) [23]. Various measures and meth-
ods have been introduced to characterize the size and
shape of SBs in oscillatory problems [4,18,23,24]. The
global integrity measure (GIM), defined as the normal-
ized hypervolume (or area, in 2D cases) of the SB, is
a standard metric used to quantify the appropriate size
of SBs. Although GIM is easy to obtain numerically, it
often includes fractal tentacles of the SB that are irrel-
evant from an engineering perspective.

Determining and understanding the impact of sys-
tem parameters on the SB are paramount in engineer-
ing design to ensure the development of robust systems
and applications. Karmi et al. derived a conservation
law for a forced escape by utilizing action-angle vari-
ables and averaging for a truncated quadratic–quartic
potential well at different energy levels [25]. However,
fully analytic treatment of SBs is rarely feasible due
to the complexity of the problem. In the following,
we present an exceptional case study of the escape of
a weakly damped particle from a truncated quadratic
potential well under harmonic excitation. The harmon-
ically excited linear oscillator with viscous damping
is arguably the simplest possible model for describing
one-degree-of-freedom vibrations. Several engineer-
ing curricula in introductory mechanics courses teach
and consider it well understood. However, this model
might also be the most advanced for many engineers
without further specialization in vibrations theory.
Despite the simplicity of the equation of motion and its
known analytic solution, the model’s transient dynam-
ics still offer novelties for researchers. This study
demonstrates how the abovemodel explains the “Dover
cliff” integrity curve, found by numerical simulations
in [4,26]. The integrity curve describes the integrity
measure of SBs of escape (or level-crossing) depend-
ing on the excitation amplitude. In damped cases, the
curve has a particular shape. It has a plateau for small
excitation values, but after the excitation reaches a crit-
ical level, the SBs start to erode quickly, and the GIM
rapidly drops to zero. After reaching a second critical
excitation amplitude value, no SB exists anymore.

Escape and level-crossing problems are closely con-
nected as the criteria for escape often involve the par-
ticle’s displacement or energy, which needs to reach
a critical value [5,6,27]. While they are not identi-
cal, level-crossing problems frequently arise in escape
problems, as the particle almost surely escapes from

its potential well after achieving a certain distance or
energy level [6,21]. This study initially formulated the
level-crossing problem based on displacement, but the
“energy criterion” is later introduced to aid analytic cal-
culations. Thus, the study seeks to identify a set of ICs
for which the particle never reaches the critical distance
rB .

This problem has practical applications, such as in
ship engineering, where a safety region for the roll
angle can be specified to prevent unwanted outcomes
like cargo loss or ship capsize due to overshooting
the critical roll angle [6]. Such examples justify the
application of escape models based on the trunca-
tion of the potential well. Indeed, in such problems,
truncation-based escape models and level-crossing
problems become interchangeable. The critical level
value in engineering also denotes a precarious state that
machines must evade. Therefore, the rapid erosion of
SBs becomes critical in noisy settings, where machines
operating near the “cliff” become unsafe. The proposed
mechanical model has numerous potential applications
owing to its simplicity. It can simulate brittle mate-
rial behavior where failure transpires at a critical stress
level.Moreover, it can describe themotion of a harmon-
ically excited body with linear damping and restoring
force in a symmetric clearance, where collisions with
the wall must be avoided for acoustic or safety reasons.

The paper’s structure is as follows: Sect. 2 outlines
the mathematical model for the deterministic level-
crossing problem and presents a solution to the equa-
tion of motion in the general case. In Sect. 3, appro-
priate level-crossing criteria are defined and applied to
the equation of motion. Section4 offers a semi-analytic
approximation of the SBs’ area. In Sect. 5, the numeri-
cal model is validated. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the
findings and highlights areas for further research.

2 Problem setting

We investigate the SBs of level-crossing of a classical
particlem with the linear spring force of stiffness k and
viscous damping c. The absolute value of the critical
displacement is given by rB . We define the undamped
natural frequency

Ω0 =
√

k

m
. (1)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Problemsettings.aHomologousmechanicalmodel of the
problem, b symmetrically truncated quadratic potential. (Color
figure online)

The particle is excited with a sinusoidal force of ampli-
tude F , frequencyΩ , and initial phaseβ, and itsmotion
starts with the ICs (x̃0, ũ0). The problem setting is
depicted in Fig. 1.

2.1 Equation of motion

The equation of motion is given by

mx̃ ′′ + cx̃ ′ + mΩ2
0 x̃ = F sin(Ωt + β), (2)

x̃(t = 0) = x̃0, (3)

x̃ ′(t = 0) = ũ0, (4)

with �′ := d�/dt . Dividing by m and introducing the
dimensionless displacement x := x̃/rB and the dimen-
sionless time t := Ω0τ , we have

ẍ + c

Ω0m
ẋ + x = F

rBm
sin

(
Ω

Ω0
τ + β

)
, (5)

x(τ = 0) = x0 := x̃0
rB

, (6)

ẋ(τ = 0) = u0 := ũ0
Ω0rB

, (7)

where �̇ is the derivative with respect to dimensionless
time τ . After defining

D := c

2Ω0m
, f := F

rBm
, ω := Ω

Ω0
, (8)

we have the non-dimensional equation of motion

ẍ + 2Dẋ + x = f sin(ωτ + β),

x(τ = 0) = x0,

ẋ(τ = 0) = u0, (9)

which is the equation of a damped harmonic oscillator.
The steps to obtain the solution of Eq. (9) are well

known and not presented in detail here. The solution is

x(τ ) = Re−Dτ sin(ω0τ + α) + P sin(ωτ + β + γ ),

(10)

with

ω0 :=
√
1 − D2, (11)

P := f√
(1 − ω2)2 + 4D2ω2

, (12)

γ := atan2(−2Dω, 1 − ω2), (13)

C1 := x0 − P sin(β + γ ), (14)

C2 := u0 − Pω cos(β + γ ), (15)

R :=
√
C2
1 + 2DC1C2 + C2

2

1 − D2 , (16)

α := atan2(ω0C1, DC1 + C2), (17)

where atan2(y, x) denotes the “2-argument arctan-
gent.” Assuming that the excitation frequency is in the
vicinity of ω0, the small parameter

ε := ω − ω0 (18)

can be introduced. One can obtain the level-crossing
time by finding the smallest positive τLC that fulfills
the equation

x(τLC)
!= ±1. (19)

Considering Eq. (10), two different level-crossing sce-
narios are possible: “fast” and “slow” level-crossing. In
the “fast” case, the particle reaches the critical distance
in the first excitation period. This means that the level-
crossing is mainly due to the ICs since a small excita-
tion amplitude cannot significantly affect the particle’s
motion in such a short amount of time. If the second
scenario, the particle’s initial total energy is insufficient
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Two different types of level-crossing (D = 0.02, f =
0.15, ω = 1.1, β = π ). a “Fast” level-crossing (x0 = 0.86,
u0 = 0.045). b “Slow” level-crossing (x0 = −0.665, u0 =
0.945). (Color figure online)

for the level-crossing. However, due to the harmonic
force acting upon it, the particle gradually gets closer
to the critical value of the displacement until it finally
reaches it (cf. Fig. 2).
In both scenarios, the plane of the ICs is divided into
the safe (SF , SS) and unsafe regions (UF , US) accord-
ing to the type of the level-crossing. The particle will
not cross the critical distance if it belongs to SF and
SS ; thus, the final safe region is the intersection of the
sets defined by the two conditions (S := SF ∩ SS).

3 Level-crossing criteria

In the following, we determine the shapes of the SBs
given by both the “fast” and “slow” crossing mecha-
nisms.

3.1 “Fast” level-crossing

First, let us investigate the “fast” level-crossing mech-
anism caused mainly by the ICs. At the boundary of

the “fast” safe region SF , it holds that the first local
extremum of the particle’s motion x(τF ) has the abso-
lute value one:

∂SF := {(x0, u0) ∈ R
2|x(τF ; x0, u0) = ±1}, (20)

with

τF (x0, u0) := {min τ |ẋ(τ ; x0, u0) = 0 with τ ≥ 0}.
(21)

To get the exact value and time instance of the first
local extremum of x(τ ), the transcendental equation
ẋ(τ ) = 0 has to be solved, which is not possible ana-
lytically in general. However, the regular perturbation
method for algebraic expressions can be applied to
obtain a good approximation for τF : a series expansion
in the small parameter ε yields equations that can be
solved successively to get estimates for the time where
Eq. (10) takes its first local extrema. A first-order esti-
mate in ε yields sufficient accuracy (cf. green line in
Figs. 4 and 5); thus, we rewrite the time as

τ = τ0 + ετ1 + O(ε2). (22)

In addition, x(τ ) has to be rewritten as

x(τ ) = x0(τ ) + εx1(τ ) + O(ε2). (23)

Writing D = D∗|ε|, where D∗ = O(1), and ω =
ω0 + ε, we are left with the only small parameter ε.
Taylor expansion up to the first order in ε yields

x(τ ) ≈ R sin(ω0τ0 + α) + P sin(ω0τ0 + β + γ )

+ (R
[
cos(ω0τ0 + α)ω0τ1 − sin(ω0τ0 + α)D∗τ0

]
+ P cos(ω0τ0 + β + γ )(τ0 + ω0τ1))ε. (24)

By defining

Q :=
√
R2 + 2RP cos(α − β − γ ) + P2, (25)

ν := atan2(R sin α + P sin(β + γ ), R cosα+
+ P cos(β + γ )), (26)

we can write Eq. (24) as

x(τ ) = Q sin(ω0τ0 + ν)

+ ε(τ0(P cos(ω0τ0 + β + γ )

− D∗R sin(ω0τ0 + α))

+ Qτ1ω0 cos(ω0τ0 + ν)). (27)
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At local extrema, the condition ẋ(τ ) = 0 is fulfilled.
The time derivative with respect to τ (as in the method
of multiple scales) becomes

d�
dτ

= ∂�
∂τ0

+ ε
∂�
∂τ1

, (28)

which, after neglecting the terms of order higher than
O(ε), results in

ẋ(τ ) = Qω0 cos(ω0τ0 + ν)+
ε
( − Qτ1ω

2
0 sin(ω0τ0 + ν) + P(cos(ω0τ0 + β + γ )

− τ0ω0 sin(ω0τ0 + β + γ )) − D∗R(sin(ω0τ0 + α)

+ τ0ω0 cos(ω0τ0 + α))
)
. (29)

Based on condition (21), the terms with ε0 and of ε1

should disappear. There are infinitely many solutions,
but we are interested in the smallest positive solution,
which is

τ ∗
0 (x0, u0) = mod

(
π
2 − ν, π

)
ω0

, (30)

τ ∗
1 (x0, u0)

= P(cos(ω0τ
∗
0 + β + γ ) − τ ∗

0 ω0 sin(ω0τ
∗
0 + β + γ ))

Qω2
0 sin(ω0τ

∗
0 + ν)

− D∗R(sin(ω0τ
∗
0 + α) + τ ∗

0 ω0 cos(ω0τ
∗
0 + α))

Qω2
0 sin(ω0τ

∗
0 + ν)

,

(31)
τF (x0, u0) := τ ∗

0 + ετ ∗
1 . (32)

Now, it is possible to insert the value of τF (x0, u0) back
into Eq. (20) and plot the boundary of the “fast” safe
region ∂SF as an implicit function of (x0, u0) (see Fig. 5
and 4). Equation (20) defining the “fast” boundary ∂SF
is still too complicated to evaluate analytically. How-
ever, its numerical evaluation is orders of magnitude
faster (cf. Sec. 5) than the direct numerical simulation
of Eq. (9).

The green line in Figs. 5 and 4 represents the
“fast” level-crossing boundary. Without excitation (cf.
Fig. 4a), level-crossing is only possible due to the
ICs. Since the motion is damped and one-dimensional
(due to coupling terms, this must not be true for two-
dimensional motions), its global maximum is already
taken during the first half period of the motion. In other
words, the “fast” boundary ∂SF entirely determines the
particle’s SB. As the damping increases, the size of
the SB expands. For moderate values of D, the ana-
lytic estimate shows an excellent agreement with the
numerically obtained data.

Fig. 3 Exact solution and its envelope calculated using Eq. (36)
for D = 0.02, f = 0.15, ω = 1.1, β = π , x0 = 0, and u0 = 1.
(Color figure online)

With excitation and without damping (cf. Fig. 4b),
the transient motion does not decay. Thus, the partic-
ular and homogeneous solution’s interaction (beating
motion) determines the SB. In this case, the “slow”
boundary ∂SS entirely determines the SB.The resulting
basin is a circular disk for an irrational frequency ratio
of the particular and homogeneous solutions. How-
ever, the SB will have a different shape if the above
frequency ratio is rational, as shown in [28]. Nonethe-
less, even in this case, for moderate forcing amplitudes,
the “fast” boundary accurately describes the set of ICs
where level-crossing happens in the first half period of
the excitation (see the deep blue region in Fig. 4b).

With damping and with excitation (cf. Fig. 5), both
the “fast” and the “slow” boundaries become relevant
and define a section of the SB’s circumference.

3.2 “Slow” level-crossing

To determine the boundary of the safe region given by
the “slow” crossing mechanism, we analyze the enve-
lope of x(τ ), which we can estimate with the use of the
total energy of the particle. First, we calculate

2E = x2 + ẋ2. (33)

Taking the derivative of Eq. (10) and inserting it into
Eq. (33), the following expression is obtained:

2E=R2e−2Dτ+P2+2RPe−Dτ cos(ετ−α+β+γ )

+(ω2
0 − 1)R2e−2Dτ cos2(ω0τ + α)

+P2(ω2 − 1) cos2(ωτ + β + γ )

+2RP(ωω0 − 1)e−Dτ cos(ω0τ+α) cos(ωτ+β+γ )

+D2R2e−2Dτ sin2(ω0τ + α)

−2DR2ω0e
−2Dτ sin(ω0 + τ) cos(ω0τ + α)

−2DRPωe−Dτ sin(ω0τ + α) cos(ωτ + β + γ ).

(34)
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Note that from the second row onwards in Eq. (34),
every term is of O(ε). Thus, by neglecting them, we
obtain

2Ẽ := R2e−2Dτ+P2+2RPe−Dτ cos(ετ−α+β+γ ),

(35)

and the envelope can be estimated by

A(τ ) = ±
√
2Ẽ . (36)

A graphical representation of the envelope defined by
Eqs. (35–36) can be seen in Fig. 3. The maximum of
the envelope Amax cannot be found explicitly, either the
time instance of the first level-crossing. (For numerical
examples see Figs. 5, 4b, and 6.) However, for the enve-
lope’s maximum, a reasonable estimate can be given
considering that it is either taken at the beginning of
the motion (“fast” level-crossing) or around the time
point where the cosine term takes the value 1 for the
first time in Eq. (35) (“slow” level-crossing), i.e.,

τS = mod

(
α − β − γ

ε
,
2π

|ε|
)

. (37)

Thus,

A2
max = (P + Re−DτS )2. (38)

So, the boundary of the “slow” safe region is given by

∂SS := {(x0, u0)
∣∣Amax(x0, u0) = 1}. (39)

The interior of SS (see Fig. 5) is described by

− 1 < P + Re−DτS < 1. (40)

The left-hand side of the inequality is fulfilled trivially.
The right-hand side yields

Re−DτS < 1 − P, (41)

which immediately implies the existence of a condition
for a non-escaping set:

P
!
< 1. (42)

Considering that we can bring the exponential factor to
the other side and take the square of both sides in Eq.
(41) leads to

R2 < e2DτS (1 − P)2. (43)

Substituting the value for R2 (see Eq.16) and rearrang-
ing the terms, we have

C2
1 + 2DC1C2 + C2

2

(1 − D2)(1 − P)2
< e2DτS . (44)

The left-hand side of this equation describes level sets
of ellipses rotated by 45◦ and centered at (P sin(β+γ ),
Pω cos(β + γ )). The right-hand side is a function
that depends on the ICs through τS(x0, u0). We shall
determine what kind of curves are the level sets of
e2DτS(x0,u0). To this end, first, we consider the ranges
of the parameters α ∈ (−π, π ], β ∈ (−π, π ] and
γ ∈ (−π, 0]. We have

τS =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

α−β−γ+2π
ε

if α − β − γ < 0,
α−β−γ

ε
if 0 ≤ α − β − γ ≤ 2π,

α−β−γ−2π
ε

if 2π < α − β − γ,

(45)

where only α depends on the ICs. The domain length
of τS is greater than 2π if all parameters are allowed
to vary, but in case we only vary the ICs (by plotting
the time of level-crossing in the IC plane, cf. Fig. 5)
and the values of f , D, ω, and β are fixed, the only
non-constant term is α. Since the range of α is (−π, π ]
and the values of β and γ are fixed, at most only two
definition domains of Eq. (45) can be active. For some
region of x0 and u0 values, the middle case of Eq. (45)
will always become active irrespective of f , D, ω, and
β; however, only the first or third case can occur for the
remaining values of x0 and u0.

Next, we find the subsets, where τS has a constant
value since these sets are the level sets of the right-
hand side of the equation. This observation immedi-
ately implies that along these sets, α also has a constant
value, α0. Thus, by the definition of α given in Eq. (17),
we have

α0 = atan2
(
C1

√
1 − D2, DC1 + C2

)
= const. (46)

C2 =
(√

1 − D2

tan α0
− D

)
C1. (47)

By substituting the values of C1 and C2 defined in Eqs.
(14–15), we have

u0 − Pω cos(β + γ ))

=
(√

1 − D2

tan α0
− D

)
(x0 − P sin(β + γ )) . (48)
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Fig. 4 Effects of the damping and the excitation on the “fast”
level-crossing boundary in the IC plane. We neglect both effects
in the analytic calculations. The color scale shows the time nec-
essary to level-crossing (∞means no crossing). a The area of the
SB increases (yellow surface) compared to the area of the unit
circle (solid magenta line) if damping is increased (D = 0.1)
and no excitation is applied ( f = 0, ω and β are irrelevant). The

“slow” level-crossing mechanism does not apply here since the
envelope (cf. Eq. (36)) has no other local maximum than the one
at zero. b Impact of the exciting force ( f = 0.08) on the shape of
the boundary predicted by the “fast” level-crossing mechanism
(solid green line) when no damping is present (D = 0),ω = 0.95
and β = 0. Since D = 0, the logarithmic spiral does not grow
and degenerates into a circle. (Color figure online)

From Eq. (48), it is obvious that the curves along
which τS takes constant values are rays (not entire
lines because of the atan2 function) starting at the point
(P sin(β + γ ), Pω cos(β + γ )). From Eq. (45), it fol-
lows that the ray along which τS = 0 holds has slope

Δu0
Δx0

=
√
1 − D2

tan(β + γ )
− D, (49)

and the direction of the ray is such that if β + γ ∈
[−π

2 , π
2 ], then the ray lies in the half plane fulfilling

C2 > −DC1, (50)

u0 > −Dx0 + P(sin(β + γ ) + ω cos(β + γ ));
(51)

otherwise, if β+γ /∈ [−π
2 , π

2 ], the ray lies in the oppo-
site half plane, as given by

C2 < −DC1. (52)

Starting along the ray corresponding to τS = 0 and
turning in the clockwise direction for ε > 0 or coun-
terclockwise direction for ε < 0, the increment of τS is

proportional to the rotation angle. After a whole turn,
the maximal level-crossing time takes the value

τS,max = 2π

|ε| . (53)

When we plot the value of e2DτS (in Eq. (44)) as a func-
tion of the rotation angle around the point (P sin(β +
γ ), Pω cos(β+γ )), we observe an increasing logarith-
mic spiral (cf. red curve in Fig. 4b and Fig. 5 and blue
curve in Fig. 7). Regarding Eq. (41), the above obser-
vation implies that the predicted non-escaping set lies
within an ellipse rotated by 45◦ with the major axis

a = √
1 + D(1 − P) (54)

and minor axis

b = √
1 − D(1 − P) (55)

stretched exponentially along the rotation angle.
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4 The area of the SB

Estimating the SB area can be achieved through ana-
lytic means. Specifically, to perform the calculations,
we substitute the boundary of the “fast” escaping set
∂SF with the unit circle representing the SB of a trun-
cated quadratic potential without damping and excita-
tion. Regarding the damping, this simplification is a
lower estimate of the safe region area since a part of
the safe region is excluded from the possible set of SBs
by neglecting the damping effect. Due to damping, the
particle is sufficiently slowed not to reach the bound-
ary (cf. Fig. 4a). However, the substitution of SF by
the unit disk is not restrictive regarding the excitation
effect. Still, the difference between the two sets remains
small for sufficiently small excitation amplitude val-
ues. Thus, the analytic estimate can remain sufficiently
accurate (cf. Fig. 4b).
The “slow” safe region SS is also slightly simplified.
Instead of treating the interior of the rotated ellipse

Fig. 5 Numerically obtained level-crossing time (color scale)
and SB (yellow region, ∞ means no crossing) on the x0 − u0
IC plane with D = 0.02, f = 0.15, ω = 1.1, and β = π . The
analytic estimation of the SB is given by the intersection of the
curves ∂SS and ∂SF . Rays of τS = const. start at point C̃ and τS
grows linearly with the angle in the clockwise direction. Every
change in the color shade corresponds to a peak in the solution
x(τ ) (cf. Fig. 2b). (Color figure online)

Fig. 6 Numerically obtained level-crossing time (color scale)
and SB (yellow region, ∞ means no crossing) on the x0 − u0 IC
plane with D = 0.02, f = 0.15, ω = 1.1, and β = {π/4, π/2}.
Rays of τS = const. start at point C̃ and τS grows linearlywith the
angle in the clockwise direction. The graphs together with Fig. 5
suggest that the initial phase of the excitation β has a negligible
effect on the size of the SBs, and it affects their orientation solely.
(Color figure online)

given in Eq. (44), we neglect D on the left-hand side
of the inequality, leading to a circle centered at

C̃ := (P sin(β + γ ), Pω cos(β + γ )). (56)
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Fig. 7 Shifted and rotated polar coordinate system after some
simplifying assumptions. The black unit circle replaces ∂SF ,
while the blue logarithmic spiral depicts ∂SS . The beige region
determined by the curves is the analytic estimate of the SB (here
ε < 0). (Color figure online)

To simplify further, we neglect the effect of ω in the
position of the circle, and we define the point

C := (P sin(β + γ ), P cos(β + γ )) (57)

as the center of origin of a new polar coordinate system
(r, ϕ) which is rotated by

 (
−→
OC, �ex0) = π

2
− β − γ (58)

compared to the original coordinate system of (x0, u0).
Based on Eqs. (57) and (58), it is clear that the center
and the orientation of the logarithmic spiral depend on
β (rotation angle). However, in the new coordinate sys-
tem (r, ϕ), the excitation phase β does not play a role
(cf. Fig. 6). The slope of the line along which τS = 0
is given in Eq. (49). Neglecting D in Eq. (49), we find
that this direction also corresponds to the same angle
π
2 −β−γ . Thus, ϕ = 0 corresponds to the angle where
the spiral starts (see Fig. 7). The following describes the
calculation for ε < 0. Note that for ε > 0, the proce-
dure is analogous but mirrored to the line ϕ = 0.

The unit circle with its center shifted to (−P, 0) is
given by the equation

RC (ϕ) = −P cosϕ +
√
1 − P2 sin2 ϕ. (59)

The equation of the logarithmic spiral is given by

RS(ϕ) = (1 − P)e
D
|ε| ϕ. (60)

We can recognize that the effect of the independent
parameters D and ε can be given by using only their
ratio, D∗ = D/|ε|. There are two different scenarios

Fig. 8 The solutions of
(1 − P)eD

∗ϕ =
−P cosϕ +

√
1 − P2 sin2 ϕ

depend on the parameters
D∗ and P . For values
D∗ > Dcrit, the only real
solution ϕ0 = 0 exists
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regarding the number of solutions to the equation

RC (ϕ) = RS(ϕ)

(1 − P)eD
∗ϕ = −P cosϕ +

√
1 − P2 sin2 ϕ. (61)

In the more straightforward case, i.e., when the growth
of the spiral D∗ is sufficiently large, the only real
solution is at ϕ0 = 0. For some smaller value D∗

crit,
there are exactly two solutions of Eq. (61), ϕ = 0
and ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ϕcrit. For even smaller D∗ values,
there are three real-valued, distinct roots of Eq. (61),
0 = ϕ0 < ϕ1 < ϕ2 < 2π . Unfortunately, Eq. (61) can-
not be solved in a closed form for ϕ. Instead, we give a
graphical solution in Fig. 8. It is not possible to obtain
the value of D∗

crit in an explicit form, but an accurate
heuristic estimate can be given for it by

D∗
crit ≈ 3

4
atanh(P). (62)

To determine the size of the SB, the integral

GIM = 1

2

∫ 2π

0
(min{RC (ϕ), RS(ϕ)})2dϕ (63)

has to be calculated. If D∗ > Dcrit, then RS(ϕ) >

RC (ϕ) ∀ϕ ∈ [0, 2π). Thus, the integral always equals
the area of the unit circle π . Otherwise, the integral is
given by

GIM =1

2

(∫ ϕ1

0
R2
C (ϕ)dϕ +

∫ ϕ2

ϕ1

R2
S(ϕ)dϕ

+
∫ 2π

ϕ2

R2
C (ϕ)dϕ

)
. (64)

Without providing the details of the calculation, the
indefinite integral of R2

C (ϕ) is given by

IC (ϕ) :=
∫

R2
C (ϕ)dϕ = P2

2
sin(2ϕ) + ϕ

−P sin ϕ
√
1−(P sin ϕ)2−arcsin(P sin ϕ).

(65)

The indefinite integral of R2
S(ϕ) is given by

IS(ϕ) := (1 − P)2

2D∗ e2D
∗ϕ. (66)

Thus, the size of the SB is

GIM = IC (ϕ1) + IS(ϕ2) − IS(ϕ1) + 2π − IC (ϕ2)

2
.

(67)

Based on these calculations, we can also visually rep-
resent the area of the SBs (GIM) against D∗ and P (cf.
Fig. 9 and the right-hand side of Fig. 10a). It is worth
noting that for nonzero damping, the size of the SBdoes
not immediately decrease when the excitation ampli-
tude, and consequently, the value of P increases.

Below a critical amplitude value of the forced exci-
tation Pcrit, the SB remains entirely determined by the
“fast” mechanism given by Eq. (20). This critical value
of Pcrit corresponds to the “cliff” and can be approxi-
mated using Eq. (62) as

P < Pcrit = tanh

(
4

3
D∗

)
. (68)

However, above the critical forced response amplitude
Pcrit, both mechanisms play a role in the level-crossing
process. As P increases, the “slow” level-crossing pro-
cess gradually becomes more important, and a more
significant proportion of the arc length of the SB’s
boundary is defined by ∂SS .

In Fig. 9, the so-called “Dover cliff” erosion pro-
files (P increases at constant D∗) of the SBs can be
observed. “Dover cliff” profiles were first observed in
nonlinear, damped escape problems with external har-
monic excitation [4,26]. In the present case, where P
is a linear function of the excitation amplitude f , we
can interpret the plot in a classical way by depicting the
size of the SBs against f while keeping D, ω, and β

constant. There are two critical values of P: one at Pcrit,
where the “fast” erosion of the SB begins, and another
at P = 1 when the SB disappears. The sudden erosion
at Pcrit is often related to the homoclinic tangency of
the particle’s orbit [29]; however, this current study has
demonstrated that sudden erosion of the safe region can
also occur in linear systems. Indeed, the erosion pro-
file is not a matter of fact of nonlinearity but the tran-
sientmotion’s decay. Through this study,we have accu-
rately estimated the size and location of the SBs in the
archetypical example of a harmonically forced damped
linear oscillator, which can serve as a benchmark for
investigating the effects of system nonlinearities.
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Fig. 9 The size of the SBs (GIM) is depicted against the param-
eters P (amplitude of the forced response) and D∗ (damping–
frequency perturbance ratio). Thick curves represent values
D∗ = 0, 0.2, 0.4, . . . , 2. The erosion profiles (starting at Pcrit)
for fixed D∗ > 0 are often called “Dover cliff” profiles. Above
P = 1 no SBs exist

5 Numerical results and model validation

In this section, we validate the analytic model by com-
paring it to direct numerical results. In Fig. 10, the total
SB area (GIM) is depicted depending on the values
of D∗ and P . On the left of Fig. 10a, the numeri-
cally obtained contour plot is shown for ω = 1.1 and
β = π

3 . The red line estimates the parameter combi-
nation where the logarithmic spiral is tangential to the
unit circle. The analytic model works quite well, even
though the value of ε = 0.1−0.1056 is not particularly
small (ε cannot be held constant since ε = ω−ω0(D);
thus, it depends on D, and so on D∗). In Fig. 10b, the
numerically obtained GIM is depicted for ω = 0.95
and ω = 1.02. In both cases, β = 0. The match with
the analytic estimate is less exact here than forω = 1.1;
nevertheless, it is still quite accurate. The discrepancy
between the numerically obtained values and the ana-
lytic prediction increases with increasing D∗, which is
mainly due to the error caused by the false positioning
of ∂SS from the estimation of the maximum of Eq. (35)
by Eq. (38). An error of 5–6% inmagnitudemay occur,
which can significantly affect the augmentation of the
spiral. Applying Poincaré’s small parameter method
to obtain a more accurate result for the maximum of
Eq. (35) would probably work. However, it would also
greatly complicate the equations, and the analytic con-
tinuation of the calculation would be impossible.

Direct numerical simulations require a large number
of calculations. Due to the curse of dimensionality, the
grids shown on the left side of Fig. 10a or in Fig. 10b
consist of only 21×21 nodes, since to find the GIM to
each grid point, 101×101 simulations on the IC plane
were performed, resulting in 4 498 641 individual sim-
ulations.

To evaluate the reduction in computational cost
by computing ∂SS and ∂SF over direct numeri-
cal integration of Eq. (9), we conducted simulations
using the parameters: F = {0.05, 0.1, 0.15}, Ω =
1.1, D = 0.02, and β = π/2. These simula-
tions utilized a 401×601 grid spanning the ICs on
[−1, 1] × [−1.5, 1.5]. The results showed a 200–350-
fold decrease in computational cost when using ∂SS
and ∂SF as opposed to direct integration of Eq. (9).

6 Conclusions and future research scope

The stabilizing effect of viscous damping on the
SBs of level-crossing from a symmetrically truncated
quadratic potential well under harmonic excitation has
been described in this article for the casewhen the exci-
tation frequency is near the system’s natural frequency.

The analysis reveals that two competing mecha-
nisms, the “fast” and “slow” level-crossing mecha-
nisms, define the SBs: “Fast” level-crossing is related
to the initial energy of the particle, whether it is suffi-
ciently large to drive the particle from thepotentialwell.

This mechanism is vital if the damping is significant
compared to the difference between the potential well’s
excitation and natural frequencies.

The mechanism of “slow” level-crossing is a beat-
like phenomenon. It has an important role when the
decay of the transient motion is slow, enabling the
buildup of a large amplitude resonant oscillation.

The competition between the two mechanisms has
a curious effect on the size of the SB. Until a par-
ticular value of the forced amplitude (Pcrit), only the
“fast” mechanism dominates. Up to this point, the size
of the SB remains nearly unchanged. However, for
stronger excitation resulting in steady-state amplitudes
P > Pcrit, the “slow” mechanism gains more and more
importance resulting in the rapid erosion of the SB.
When the amplitude of the force reaches the value 1,
level-crossing inevitably takes place for any ICs. In
other words, the SB disappears.
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Fig. 10 Size of the safe basin (GIM) depending on the param-
eters D∗ and P . The red line (Pcrit) corresponds to the estimate
of the critical forced vibration amplitude defined by Eq. (68).
One can observe that for values P < Pcrit, the area of the safe
basin continues to increase in the numerically obtained figures
due to incremental damping (cf. Fig. 4a). For parameter values
P < Pcrit, i.e., below the red line, the excitation seems to have
a negligible effect on the size of the safe basin when computed

directly by numerical means: Essentially, it is only influenced by
D∗. The SB’s increment in D∗ is not taken into account when
estimating ∂SF by the unit circle. a On the left: numerically cal-
culated values of the GIM for ω = 1.1 and β = π/3. On the
right: analytically calculated values of the GIM. b On the left:
numerically calculated values of the GIM for ω = 0.95 and
β = 0. On the right: numerically calculated values for ω = 1.02
and β = 0. (Color figure online)

Although the investigated model is linear, the identifi-
cationof the twodifferentmechanisms also has a signif-
icant implication for nonlinear systems:The typical, so-
called “Dover cliff” erosion profile [23,26], observed
in many cases of damped, nonlinear escape problems

is not a consequence of the system nonlinearities. It
results from the two competing mechanisms: the inter-
play of the decaying motion caused by the ICs and the
system’s forced response.
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Fig. 11 Numerically obtained level-crossing time (color scale,
∞ means no crossing) and SB (yellow region) on the x0 − u0
IC plane with D = 0.02, f = 0.4, ω = 0.5, and β = 0. (Color
figure online)

In the case of strong damping, the transient motion
decays quickly, unable to create the beat-like vibration
responsible for the “slow”mechanism.Thus, in the case
of strong damping, the shape of the SB is determined
mainly by the “fast”mechanism, at leastwhen the oscil-
lation amplitude of the particular solution P is less than
one. In the case of P > 1, the forced oscillation is suf-
ficiently strong: It swings into the critical region, and
no SB exists.

Similarly, the “slow” mechanism, being beat-based,
loses importance if the excitation frequency is further
away from the resonant frequency of the well: The
superposition of the transient and steady-state motion
does not lead to prominent peaks in the envelope,
leaving the “fast” mechanism the primary cause for
level-crossing. To see this, in Fig. 11, the level-crossing
time is depicted in the IC plane with excitation fre-
quency ω = 0.5. The time period of the excitation is
4π ≈ 12.57, limiting the time of level-crossing by this
value. Indeed, level-crossing does not occur after the
first excitation period.

For large differences between the excitation and natu-
ral frequency, the boundaries of the “fast” and “slow”
mechanisms defined by ∂SF and ∂SS are not described
well by Eqs. (20) and (39), since both assume a small
perturbance in the excitation frequency. However, the
SB shows similarity to those found by Genda et al.
[28] with zero damping, for which analytic estimates
are available.

Furthermore, numerical evidence suggests that the
initial phase of the excitation is not significant regard-
ing the size of the SB; however, the SB’s location is
strongly related to it (cf. Figs. 7 and 6). Therefore,
the analytic model described in Sect. 4 dismisses any
dependence on the excitation’s initial phase β.

This study also gives a semi-analytic formula for cal-
culating the SB area depending on the system param-
eters. Indeed, using Fig. 9, the size of the SB can be
easily obtained.

These findings offer a valuable starting point for
designing physical systems similar to those examined
in this study. The results could have potential applica-
tions in existing technical systems. For instance, they
could reduce the impact of oscillations in clearances
under noisy excitation, where an extended SB is desir-
able. Pursuing P < Pcrit is recommended in such
cases. Similarly, the findings can be applied to pre-
vent the failure of brittlematerials under harmonic load,
where the ICs should not significantly affect the sys-
tem’s integrity. Furthermore, several other applications
may require avoiding a specific range of operations. If a
linear, one-degree-of-freedom model can describe the
system, this study could be a starting point for design-
ing the system’s safe operation.

The reader might formulate several questions about
how damping affects the SBs. Such questions might
be whether the SBs can be estimated accurately using
analytic techniques in the case of other potentials. For
small, polynomial-type nonlinearities of the system,
obtaining an analytic expression for the boundaries of
“fast” and “slow” level-crossing might still be viable.
The Poincaré–Linstedt method might be adequate for
the “fast” one, while using the averaging method, a dif-
ferential equation for the slowly changing amplitude
could be obtained. With nonlinearities like Coulomb
friction or a constant restoring force, the system retains
a (piecewise) integrability. This makes it possible to
derive an exact analytic solution, providing a means to
explore the two level-crossing mechanisms discussed
in this paper.
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Although intuitively, it seems correct, canwe prove that
damping always stabilizes escape and level-crossing?
And what about nonlinear damping?

The shape of the SBs and escape (or level-crossing)
probabilities in noisy dynamics are undoubtedly impor-
tant in practical applications. Depending on the type of
noise (e.g., Gaussian white noise), escape might even
have a nonzero probability for any choice of the IC.
However, intuition suggests that proper SBs with zero
escape probability might occur when the noise ampli-
tude is bounded. These basins might have extensions
where escape has a certain probability, transitioning to
the region of sure escape.

The authors hope this article contributes toward a
better understanding of the mechanisms of escape (or
level-crossing) and serves in the safer construction of
devices and applications.
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